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Pathways to tur[th]

I like to think that the late Magda al-Nuwaihi would have commented that the present essay is about connections. Most of her work, supported by her prodigious memory, establishes connections between the past and the present, the Arab East and the Maghreb. This paper recognizes these ties and explores their limitations and implications by discussing two seminal instances of modern Arabic prose, one from her native Egypt and one from my native Tunisia: my own attempt to continue in her path and to remember a loyal friend and an inspirational scholar. The present essay does not deal with the ways in which Arabic fiction has engaged cultural heritage (tur[th]) as theme (e.g., religious themes in al-Hakim or Mahfuz, etc) nor how it “experimented” with various aspects of adab as intertext. Others have done that. Instead it raises a question: What is the poetics and politics of using Arabic narrative convention in modern Arabic literature? In other words, it will consider pathways to tur[th] rather than instances of its presence as intertext in modern fiction. These pathways are seen as expressions of stances towards the Other as well as the self. In the essay I single out two major pathways. Both are encapsulated in titles of works of fiction. The “archeology” of each title uncovers the layers of tur[th] it is built on and reveals its lineage. And it is this genealogy that the essay hopes to reveal and posit within an esthetic as well as ideological context. The study of modern Arabic literature in its relation to tur[th] or to modern Western literature has also focused on genre. This study is not about genre. Such argument, important as it is, limits the perspective. Because it is novel-centered, it results in studying texts against set criteria, explaining differences or similarities in relation to the novel. Since the novel has developed in Western cultures, criteria are, per force, derived from this tradition. The debate about the origin of Arabic novel is a case in point, as I show below. My aim here is to refocus on narrative rather than a specific genre such as the novel or the short story, much less on sub-genres such as buildingsroman, realist novel or Nouveau roman. Narrative is the origin and it is on this constituting basic feature of fiction that I focus here.

|ad\th <\s ibn Hish[m (The Tale of <\s ibn Hish[m) and |addatha Ab| Hurayrah q[l (Ab) Hurayra spoke, saying…) are the gateways through which I explore the relationship between modern Arabic fiction and its inherited narrative repertoire, which will be referred to as al-tur[th sard]. The formulaic nature of the two titles reveals the history of how an expression becomes a formula, a history of reception and repetition through imitation, parody, and other literary processes. To choose one of the two formulas as

---

**Perennial Dilemma: What to Take and what to Reject from the West**

|adth <s> ibn Hish[m by Mu+ammad al-Muwayli+ (1858-1930) is a complex text that resonates the broader pattern of exchange between Arab and European cultures at the turn of the 19th century in Egypt. It enact a triple fiction: it is a fictional account by a fictional character -- <s> ibn Hish[m -- of a dream. The narrator, <s> Ibn Hish[m dreams that he is thoughtfully strolling through a cemetery when he is reminded through the poet Ab] al-<Ala> al-Ma<ar> that he should feel more veneration towards the ground on which he walks, for it was made of human bodies (|adth, 107). He repents and feels sorrow for the rosy cheeks, watery mouths and marble breasts that lie food for worms. Suddenly, he feels a tremor, turns around and sees a tomb opening up and a man walking out of it. The rest is the well known journey through which <s> ibn Hish[m takes the

---

3 Mu+ammad al-Muwayli+ was a journalist, an editor of Arabic manuscripts, a student of French and Italian, and a faithful follower of the reformers Mu+ammad <Abd] and Jam[l al-Dn al-Afg[n (1839-97). He was condemned to death for distributing anti-British leaflets (1882) but the sentence was commuted to exile. He joined his father in Italy, then both went to Paris in 1884, where he helped >Abd] and al-Afg[n with the publication of al-<Urwa al-Wuthq]. But his father was soon expelled from France for criticizing the Ottoman Sultan. They went to England and then reconciled with the Ottomans and traveled to Istambul before returning to Egypt in 1887. From 1898 he published Mi~b[ al-Sharq with his father where in November 1898, he began publishing articles under the column “fitra min al-Zaman.” In 1907, he gathered and republished the article as one a book. In 1927, the book was expanded and became a secondary school textbook in Egypt. Al-Muwayli+ died on 28 February, 1930 leaving his other book, <llj al-Nafs (The Cure of the Soul) to be published posthumously.
resurrected Pasha from the Cairo cemetery all the way to a Parisian cinema (section on visual images). The themes depicted in \textit{\textit{ad\th}} are clearly a product of the author’s era. The focus is the politics and society of Egypt at the time. The journey and the Pasha’s questions allows the episodes to be self-contained in theme. Hence courts and corruption in the legal sector are treated when the Pasha enters an argument with a Donkeyman and he had to go through the maze of the new legal system. The same occurs when they visit places such as the theatre, a dancing club, and so on. Characters include the people $\langle$\textit{ibn Hish}$\rangle$ encounters along the journey: the Pasha, the Friend, Donkeyman, Policeman, Dancer, Merchant, $\langle$Umda or village head, and others.

The study of al-Muwayli+’s book in relation to the novel can only be applied from the first edition (1907) on when the fragments were rearranged into a whole. However, the story of how the book took shape explains the narrative as well stylistic choices made by its author. Roger Allen explains that the series of articles or the column was entitled “Fitra min al-Zaman (A Period of Time)” from November 1898 until 30 June 1899 when the title changed to “$\langle$\textit{ad\th}$\rangle$ ibn Hish$m$” \textit{(Period of Time, 30).} His weekly readers must have come to expect “$\langle$\textit{addathan}$\rangle$ ibn Hish$m$...". The formula must have become associated with al-Muwayli+ long before he created the figure of the Pasha \textit{(A Period of Time, 33-4).} And when he did, the columnist had no intention of writing a book. Subsequent editions would involve extensive rewriting but the origin of the book remained obvious. In the 1927 edition, passages that criticized the religious establishment were omitted, most likely under pressure. The book was, however, expanded to include the articles on Paris.

\textit{\textit{ad\th}} strikes the reader of \textit{adab} and modern fiction alike by the complete absence of proper names of characters. The book has a large number of them, mostly men as Allen notes, but none carries a name. They are identified by their occupation (The Dancer, Merchant, Donkeyman, Policeman) or social status (Pasha, $\langle$Umda), dominant feature (Khal\textgreater) or relationship to the main narrator (Friend).$\langle$\textit{ibn Hish}$\rangle$ may appear to be an exception. But in light of the fact that he is taken directly from another book, i.e., a citation, verisimilitude is immediately discarded. Far from conveying a reality effect, this name flags fiction and points to an intertext. The semblance of truth associated with the attribution “$\langle$\textit{addathan}$\rangle$" (So an so told us) is undercut by the obvious fictional nature of the transmitter. Reference to $\langle$\textit{Ibn Hish}$\rangle$ here is rather easy (or near, \textit{qar\textbackslash b}, as classical Arab critics used to say). In a word, the mere mention of the name, whether parodic or not, establishes an immediate

---

4 One can imagine the same journey for al-Hamadh\textbackslash n’s \textit{ma\textbackslash q/m\textbackslash t}. They must have been known by their individual names before they were collected at a later date, no doubt. For unlike al-\textit{\textbackslash a\textbackslash r\textbackslash i} who set out to write fifty pieces, al-Hamadh\textbackslash n’s intention to write a collection was perhaps not present at the beginning, although there are reports which claim that he intended to produce forty such pieces in emulation of a certain Ibn Durayd \textit{(Zahr al->adab, 305).}

5 “There is no genuine development in any of the characters whom al-Muwayli+\textbackslash \textbackslash i introduces in the story; his ability to portray the failings and corruption of Egyptian petty-officialdom is unquestioned, but the resulting figures remain as types rather than characters”. \textit{(Period of Time, 65)}
connection with *adab.*\(^6\) The genealogy of the narrative is made explicit and explained. There is no little play (unlike what we will see in the case of al-Mas\(<\text{adab}\>\)). Furthermore, the intent of the book is flagged as “*<ibra>*, a moral conveyed through humor; i.e., edification through entertainment, or, in the language of *adab*, seriousness (*jidd*) through jest (*hazl*). Al-Muwayli+’s introduction to the first edition (1907) confirms the connection:

> Even though the narrative itself is presented in an imaginary and figurative form, it is also a true picture which has been dressed up in an imaginary garb, «not a fantasy shaped in a realistic form ». We have tried to use it to comment on the morals and conditions of present-day people, to mention the shortcomings of various classes of people which should be avoided and the qualities which should be maintained.” (*Period of Time*, 103)\(^7\)

At the ideological level, al-Muwayli+’s artistic path is quite safe. (In the area of politics, he was rather harassed and troubled as a result of his criticism of British rule before he wrote the *ad\(i\)th*, and criticized for his satirical treatment of religious Shaykhs and princes in the book). In the literary sphere, his choice was rather conservative. He walked in a path paved by influential predecessors (al-Hamadh\(n\), al-J\(\&\&\), al-J[+]\& and, closer to his time, al-Shidy[q and al-Y[zi]).\(^8\) His legitimacy was beyond doubt. The politics of his choice of narrative form was reflective of his stance towards the major issue of his day.

---

\(^6\) The formula was by no means unusual at the time. Al-Muwayli+’s father attributed his articles to M\(s\) ibn <I~\(\text{am and published them in the same newspaper as his son. Thus both fictional figures alternated in the newspaper. In 1900 when the son was in France and interrupted his regular column, the father reintroduced his narrator: “</s\(\text{ibn Hish\(m has distracted (readers) from what M\(s\) ibn <I~\(\text{am has been doing. Days and months went by until we reached a full year and </s\(\text{ went to the fair (Paris). M\(s\) has now returned to his interrupted discourse and we have come back to see what happened between his shaykh and his imam” (al-Muwayli+ al-~agh\(r\), 219 citing the newspaper Mi~b\(+\) al-sharq 8 June 1900). This resemblance led some critics to doubt that the son was the author of *ad\(i\)th</s\(\text{ ibn Hish\(m). On the controversy see al-Muwayli+ al-~agh\(r\), 219 ff.

\(^7\) Allen’s translation of the phrase between brackets reads “or rather a fantasy shaped in a realistic form”. I believe that al-Muwayli+ was adament to show the truthfulness of his account and the imaginative nature of his form rather than the other way around. Otherwise edification and didacticism, which are his declared purpose, could not be sustained. The writer is, of course, emulating an *adab* convention traceable back to al-J[hiz. Even al-J[\&\ which was clearly conscious of the fictional nature of his work adhered to edification as the ultimate goal of fiction. He writes in the introduction to his *maq\(m\)t:

> “The person who created anecdotes for alerting people rather than deceiving them and who intended edification rather than lying should be free of blame. In this he is comparable to those who are appointed to teach or to guide people to the straight path” (*Maqamat al-\(\text{ar\(r\}>*, 9)

\(^8\) Al-Y[zi in *Majma< al-Ba+rayn* and A. F. al-Shidy[q in his *al-Saq <l\(\text{aq fi m\( huwwa al-Fary\(q. Abd al-Sal[m’s reads al-Yaziji’s *maq\(m\)t as an attempt, not without precedent, to preserve the Arabic language in the face of the threat posed by foreign tongues. (*al-Mab\(i\)+ith 24, 1946, p. 2). Al-Shidy[q’s work according to him, is a serious attempt at changing *maq\(m\). “He renewed the form of *maq\(m\)a by making it into a story with wide perspective and extensive breadth. He also showed that the Arabic language is capable of conveying any theme with eloquence and precision” (*al-Mab\(i\)+ith 25, 1945, p. 6). This understanding of *maq\(m\) reflects, of course, the cultural politics of a Tunisian intellectual writing under French occupation. Arabic language and Arabic literary convention are seen as tools in the struggle for national identity.
The choice of narrative form by al-Muwayli+\ is indicative of an intellectual stance towards both the West and tur[th. Al-Muwayli+\ description of people’s indiscriminating attitude towards the West, resulting in the scenes of degraded morality portrayed in the chapters on bars and dancing clubs provides evidence of this. He writes:

The major cause for all this change is the rapid penetration of Western civilization into Eastern countries and the way in which people of the East are behaving like the blind, emulating Western people in every conceivable aspect of their lives. In so doing, they’re not enlightened by research, nor do they use analogy or consider issues in a sensible fashion. (...) They do not sift out the genuine from the false or the good from the bad, but assume the issue is indisputable. They believe that change will automatically bring them happiness and provide them with power and authority. On that basis, they proceed to abandon all the old principles, sound customs, and authentic literature that is already their heritage, and ignore the true way as practiced by their ancestors.” (Period of Time, 378)

The terms al-Muwayli+\ used for thinking the invading culture are quite significant. He uses ba+th (research), qiy[s (analogy) and +usn al-na&ar (considered thinking). The terms refer to traditional methods used in solving problems in the judicial as well as doctrinal system in Islam. Looking for precedents, using analogy or comparison and ijti[d or rational judgement constitute three major ways in which new phenomena have been thought and new situations regulated. All these are methods that al-Muwayli+\ would have liked to see applied in order to guide the community in the difficult choices it had to make as to what to take and what to reject from the West. In his own life, al-Muwayli+\ appears to have been an outspoken opponent of the wholesale adoption of Western ways, particularly in the area of culture. He did so from the point of view of someone who had close contacts with Europe and reasonable understanding of its cultures, having lived in Italy, France and England.

Arab critics recognized the significance of |ad\th </s ibn Hish[m early on. A+mad <Abd al-Sal[m, writing in occupied Tunisia in 1946, saw in the book a reflection of its time at a number of levels. He explains: “The book is a crossroad between rhyming prose and free prose in style; the modern story and maq[mah in form; and the old and the new in theme. It tries to do in the literary field what al-Afgh[n and <Abd have done in the religious sphere: to lift off the veil which afflicted the Muslim community the way it afflicts any nation in the face of a new victorious civilization” (al-Mab[+ith 27-28, 1946, p. 4). The effects of the encounter were such that one writer even spoke of the period of disturbance which was the end of the 19th century in Egypt: “Writers were affected by two factors: nostalgia to the old,

9 |adith </s ibn Hish[m, p. 289.
10 Allen notes that both al-Muwayli+\ and his father “campaigned for a more careful approach to the acceptance of Western culture in Egypt” (Period of Time, 57).
11 “We are thus dealing with the deliberate revival of the past heritage and its application to the present, a fully conscious neo-classicism, something made abundantly clear by the style known as saj< (rhyming prose) used at the beginning of each serialized episode” (Introduction, 2nd ed., 29).
which valued artistic beauty and the new method, which emphasized meaning and clarity in everything” (al-Muwayli‘+\ al-@agh\r, 242). <Abd al-Sal\m says: “The crux of the book and the issue which lends it unity is the puzzlement of the East in the face of two cultures and two mentalities” (p.3).

The canonical history of the Arabic novel has given |ad\th <\s[ ibn Hish[m a prominent position. It is in fact the focal point of the contributions as well as the shortcomings of this debate. Allen, for example, assigns to it a “bridging function” (The Arabic Novel, 2\nd ed. 31). Matti Moosa disagrees: Despite its episodic structure, the |ad\th tells a complete story which begins with the resurrection of the Pasha and develops simultaneously with his personality. Because of the narrative quality and the relative flexibility of some of its characters, one may even venture to regard al-Muwayli‘+\’s |ad\th not only as a work which points up the palpable distinctions between the maq\ma and the novel, but in fact as an early form of the Egyptian novel. (Origins, 106)

Moosa explains that the |ad\th cannot be seen as a novel in the “Western sense” but that it contains the “basic ingredients of that form” (Origins, 107). These are: continuous plot, flexible characters, authentic setting and simple prose (Origins, 107). Moosa’s assessment of the |ad\th betrays a restrictive understanding of the history of the novel as genre. For him, it is the style of a particular kind of novels, or of the novel in a particular stage of its development (the 19th century English and French realist novel) that serves as the paradigm to preclude the |ad\th from belonging fully to the genre.12 Studying the text using the novel as a frame of reference ultimately leads to talking about the book in terms of “defects”, shortcomings and inadequacy. Allen writes:

The above analysis of structure, characterization and style of the book shows clearly the artistic merit of al-Muwayli‘+\’s writings, on the one hand and the features which make it difficult, if not impossible, to consider it as a successful novel on the other. But these defects of structure and characterization serve to underline the necessity of considering |ad\th <\s[ ibn Hish[m in a broader context.... Within the context of an investigation of the origins of the novel genre in modern Arabic literature it has emerged that al-Muwayli‘+\’s pioneering work is essentially a transitional work with its underpinnings firmly rooted in the tenets of neo-classicism and thereby traced back to the tradition of classical Arabic prose narrative. (Period of Time, 67-8 my emphasis)

**Novelization of maq\ma:**

Accounts of the rise of the novel in Arabic literature have underestimated, even de-emphasized, the role played by maq\ma in this process. Their treatment of texts like |ad\th <\s[ ibn Hish[m have thus far stressed a so-called “neo-classicism.” Such theories emerge from a narrow
and static understanding of both the novel and the maq[ma]. If we were to study |ad\th <Isa Ibn Hish[m from the perspective of what I call, borrowing a Bakhtinian concept, the “novelization of maqama”, it becomes the text in which one can detect the limits of a genre when it is subjected to the test of a new cultural and social reality. In the book, the resurrection of the Pasha results in an engaging contrast of discourses. Ideologically, the narrator as well as the Friend represent a critical look at the relationship between European civilization and Islamic culture in Egypt. The parallel between this position and the form itself of |ad\th <Isa Ibn Hish[m is plausible. The use of a traditional and well-established literary form (maq[ma) in a long and open-ended narrative which combines saj< (the characteristic style of maq[ma) and the plain prose of journalistic writing points up the interplay of discourses in the book.13 The book’s form is an indication of the tenacity of local cultural forms in the face of the devastating dominant culture coming from Western Europe.

Critics have left unstudied the ways in which maq[ma, till then novelizing of “high” literature, had become novelized in its turn. |ad\th <Isa Ibn Hish[m can in fact be seen as a prominent instance where maq[ma is pushed further towards more open-endedness by the changes that occurred in the cultural context in which it had acted for centuries. Under the ever-widening sources, due particularly to active translation of Western literature and knowledge of foreign languages, the forces of novelization have grown more pervasive and less compromising. Other styles had to enter the one literary form that, in the words of Bakhtin, “registers all the voices of its time” (Dialogic Imagination, 261).

Starting from this more dynamic view of change in literature, one can explore the new novelizing forces at work in |ad\th <Isa Ibn Hish[m and their counterparts. It becomes also possible to account for the dual role of maq[ma in modern Arabic fiction: as a genre that was better suited to respond to the challenges posed by the European versions of the novel and as the discursive strategy that was able to keep alive an Arab writers’ claim to authenticity. The first role pertains to the potential of maq[ma itself while the second has to do with the intellectuals’ response to European cultural hegemony. At the methodological level, the first calls for a genre analysis whereas the other demands an inquiry into the discourses of the time. In this light, the questions why maq[ma has survived in |ad\th <Isa Ibn Hish[m and how it interacted with other genres become more engaging (and more appropriate) than the hasty condemnation of this genre as anachronistic. The constant shift in the book from one narrative style to another is evidence of the inability of any one genre to express the polyglot and multilayered culture of late 19th century Egypt. Genres traditionally known

13 Unlike most maq[m, al-Muwailihi’s book turns out to be the story of the reincarnated and often awkward Pasha rather than that of an eloquent protagonist. The narrator <Isa ibn Hish[m ends up taking charge of the Pasha: he is his informant, his savior and his guide. The traditional clever rogue looses his roles of an entertainer and trickster and surrenders to the narrator’s will. The immediate effect of this technique is of course to reduce the distance between the protagonist and the audience. The chain of informants is no longer from protagonist to narrator to author to audience but from narrator to author to audience. As a result the narrator takes the lead in story-telling as well as in the plot and abolishes any distance between him and the Pasha.
in Arabic writing -- *maqama*, epistle, allegorical journey -- as well as drama, journalistic reporting, and travel descriptions are transformed into voices in the novel. What emerges is a narrator’s account of the world that stems from his own experience of a society in transition (Egypt) and its nemesis and model, Paris. Such an experience, by no means peculiar to al-Muwaylihi or, indeed, to Egypt, had resulted in an ever-widening “horizon of expectations” that Arabic literature had to meet.\(^{14}\)

Novelization of *maqama* is also a cultural project. One of its features is ushering the domination of prose over poetry (poetry in al-Muwaylih’s book is but one of the languages and styles). It is also a move from an Arabic genre, *maq[ma]*, to a Western mode. Ideologically, it was natural that *nahda* used *maq[ma]*. The preservation and protection of Arabic language from foreign intervention was needed. The perceptive A+med <Abd al-Sal[m suggests as early as 1946 that “maq[ma] preserved linguistic styles in a time of decline.”\(^{15}\) Al-Y[zij] did just that in his *Majma< al-Ba+rayni* in the middle of the nineteenth century. His focus remained the language. Al-Shidy[q] would add the element of *ri+hla*. He used *maq[ma]* but began to move away from it through parody, calling *maq[ma]*, in a play on the meaning of *q[ma]* or to stand up, *muq<ada* (sitting down) and *muqayyyama* (made to stand up) and *mamshiyya* (walking). He also played with the distinctive phrase of his predecessor al-Hariri, “+addatha al-[rith ibn Humam],” by changing it into “+adasa al-[ris Ibn Hath[m.”\(^{16}\) In such a context, al-Muwaylih’s book was expected, almost inevitable, even. The narrative convention was alive. A combination of *maq[ma]*, the prose of journalistic reporting and *rihla* was bound to occur: it was only a matter of time and necessary accumulation.

|adith »/s[ ibn Hish[m became the text to emulate. It was novelistic and in a specific way: it re-presented social reality, it opened up to it. It was also novelizing of *maq[ma]* in the same way. The impact and popularity of the book are difficult to overstate. What may be called novelistic order was to dominate Arabic letters from the 1930s onwards.\(^{17}\) (This does not mean

---

14 Does the Arab reader at the turn of the 19th century have a horizon within which |adith is expected to be read? It is important to reiterate that the book was published in independent installements or episodes. It was perhaps received, or read, like *maq[m[t*. At the time the generic boundaries were dominated by traditional Arabic narrative convention. Most prominent of these was *maq[ma*, admittedly much changed and on the wayne. |adith was received within this horizon and acted on it at the same time. For the idea of literary genres and horizon of expectations, see Jauss “Litterature medievale et theorie des genres.” *Poétique* 1 (1970): 79-100.


1715 Late 19th c. *nahda* intellectuals developed a pudic look at the culture. This movement expressed itself in purging classical works of what was deemed “objectionable” content. Al-Muwaylih’s friend and mentor Mu+ammad <Abdu did not hesitate to admit that he had purged al-Hamadh[n’s *maq[mat when he edited the collection in 1889, cutting off in “al-Maq[ma al-Sh[miyya”, deleting sentences from “al-Maq[ma al-Rus[fiyya” and discarding words from “another *maq[ma*”. Morality is cited as his excuse. In the early decades of the 20th c., together with this emphasis, more on simplification of the language and the need to focus on portraying “reality” would dominate the critical discourse. Despite their role in spreading new ideas and literary trends, proponents of modernity, such as ^aha ]usyan
that I am advocating the supremacy of the novel. It simply means I am recognizing its domination or hegemony.) Such order was occasionally disturbed by individual attempts at a different narrative. Bishr Fris and Adil Kmil are but two such cases. These, however, remained limited in impact and extent. A parallel to what might be called the Muawaylihi trajectory can be observed through the work of the Tunisian Mad al-Mas’ad who constitutes a prominent instance of a radically different engagement with al-turj[fh al-sard].

Al-Mas’ad and his Fiction

The Tunisian writer and politician Mad al-Mas’ad (b. 1911) was a prominent nationalist and labor activist in Tunisia during French occupation and became a major public official after the country’s independence in 1956.18 Al-Mas’ad, however, is best known as a writer who occupies a unique position in modern Arabic literature and who has exercised pervasive influence on Tunisian literature since the late 1930s. In addition to al-Sudd (The Dam), al-Mas’ad has written Mawlidi al-Nisyfn (The Birth of Oblivison), |addatha Ab] Hurayra q[ and, most recently, Min AyyIm >Imr[n (The Days of <Imr[n]. He wrote most of his fiction between 1938 and 1941, but most of his work was published much later. His three main narratives share thematic, linguistic and stylistic features. Yet, they are strikingly different in form. Al-Sudd is structured like a play; |addatha is organized as a series of +ad[ths (reports or narratives) intertwined in theme and varied in title and narrators; Mawlidi is one long story divided in six chapters.

Critics are often at pains to classify al-Mas’ad’s fiction. Mu~%afa Kl[n, for instance, suggests that al-Mas’ad’s |ddatha Ab] Hurayra may be considered “contemplative novel”(riw[iya ta>ammuliyya), “vanguard,” “heritage model” (namudhaj turj[fh), “poetic novel,” “mediator” between pre-modern narrative and the novel and “experimental” or “searching” (b[+ith) (Ishkliyat al-riw[iya, 20, 18, 14, 23, 25, 28 respectively). Roger Allen writes about al-Mas’ad’s play al-Sudd (The Dam): “Whatever the other qualities of the work, critical opinion is virtually unanimous in its esteem for the extreme elegance of its language, a factor which seems to have ensured it an enduring place in the history of modern Maghribi fiction” (The Cambridge History of Modern Arabic Literature, 190). Robin Ostle agrees: “Thus, what for many are the limitations, the archaisms, and the

may have contributed to limiting the creative engagement with narrative tradition. ^aha | usayn’s assessment of al-Mas’ad’s al-Sudd bears witness to this.

18 Born the same year as Naguib Mahfuz, his career could not be more different. He had direct access to the most influential institutions of learning available at his time, al-Madrasa al-Sidqiyya, founded by the reformer Khayr al-Dn Pasha, the French Lycée Carnot; the Zayt[na Islamic University and al-Khaldniiya and, in France, the Sorbonne from 1933 to 1936, then in 1939, and in 1947. As a scholar, al-Mas’ad worked closely with eminent Islamicists Gaufrey-Demombyne, Levi-Proviçal, Henri Massignon and the Arabist Regis Blachère. Al-Mas’ad’s own academic work bears kinship to this tradition. He published an academic book, “Essai sur le rythme dans la prose rimée en arabe” (An Essay on Rhythm in Arabic Rhymed Prose) (1981); articles on the theory of knowledge of the mystic and theologian al-Ghaz[l, Ab] al-<Al[> al-Ma<arr, the sufì poet Ab] al-<At[hiyya. Outside Tunisia, al-Mas’ad is the country’s best-known cultural figure. He was Tunisia’s representative to the UNESCO for 10 years (1958-68) before becoming Member of its Executive Council (1977-8) and (1980-85). He was also the spokesperson for Tunisian writers and often represented them abroad.
deficiencies of literary Arabic, are turned by him (al-Mas’adi) into highly creative elements of a work of literature which sacrifices nothing of the modernity and relevance of its message” (“Mahmud al-Mas’adi and Tunisia’s ‘Lost Generation’”, 162). The prominent Egyptian intellectual Taha Husayn commented in 1957 that al-Sudd is a “wonderful but extremely strange dramatic story.” He went as far as crediting the author with what he calls the “Islamization of Existentialism”.19

|addatha Ab| Hurayra qfl, (henceforth, |addatha|) is divided into 22 sections called +adh\ths (discourses or narratives) that vary in length from three short sentences (“|adh\th al-shay%[n” The Devil) to 14 pages (“|adh\th al-ghayba tu%lab fa l[ tudrak” (Absence Sought but Never Attained)).20 The life and experiences of Ab| Hurayra are told in the form of anecdotes or stories and reported by various narrators, including Ab| Hurayra himself, who narrates four tales. The events take place in Mecca, Medina and other neighboring areas during the early period of Islam. Ab| Hurayra’s journey begins at age 20 and lasts two decades. It covers a number of experiences often alluded to in the titles of +adh\ths. For example, “|adh\th al-ba<th al-awwal” (The First Awakening) is an account of Ab| Hurayra’s awakening to the pleasures of life; “|adh\th al-ta<ruf f al-khamr” (Acquaintance over Wine) describes his first encounter with his lover Ray+na; “|adh\th al-<addad” (Multiplicity) is devoted to Ab| Hurayra’s social experience; “|adh\th al-<ikma” (Wisdom) describes his encounter with a philosopher.

The book was not published in full until 1973 after an eventful and telling history.21 Al-Mas<ad\ did try to publish his work in full earlier. In addition to various chapters, which appeared in al-Mab\+ith and elsewhere in Tunisia in the 1940s, al-Mas<ad\ solicited the help of prominent figures in the Arab East to put his fiction out to the public. But he came against stiff resistance from the religious establishment.

A rare testament to early reception of al-Mas<ad\’s engagement with religion in the book took place in the late 1940s. It comes from a letter the writer addressed to ^aha |usayn dated December 14, 1948. He states that the manuscript of |addatha Ab| Hurayra was presented to a “reading committee” by the eminent Arabist Lévi-Provençal and that it was rejected. Al-Mas<ad\ explains:

I hope that the book reaches the stage of actual existence after years of “gestation”. It has been met with various oppositions, material and “<im[miyyah” «a sarcastic reference to turbaned

---

19 Published in the newspaper al-Jumhuriyya in 1957, reprinted in Min adabina al-Mu{~ir. (1958).
20 All references are to the 1979 edition unless specifically stated otherwise. All translation from |addatha| are mine.
21 Al-Mas<ad\ reveals in a letter written to the Lebanese Khalil al-Jarr in the early 1940s that he was desperate to save the book in case his ship was attacked during his journey from Marseilles to Tunis in the aftermath of the German occupation of Paris. He wrote: “This is the manuscript of a book into which I poured my soul and committed my personal ideas about life. It is the most valuable thing I have. You can read it, if you wish; but I hope that you will take care of it as best you can”(|addatha «1973», 193). Al-Jarr says that he failed to locate the book’s author, about whom he knew only the initials M.M. until the early 1970s. It is, however, certain that there must have been a second manuscript. For while this copy was in the possession of al-Jarr in Lebanon, several sections of the book were published in Tunisia.
scholars of theology or conservative sheikhs». They have objected to the fact that the main character is called “Ab] Hurayra.” It is as if this name were exclusive to the ~a+[b\ (the prophet’s companion by the same name); that no grammarian had this name; that it is impossible to invent an imaginary person bearing the same name or that no writer can put down an Arabic word without being drawn into unease (+araj) with the turbaned ones... (“Ras[>il al-Mas<ad"," 34-35)

Al-Mas<ad\ clearly thought highly of his book and sought approval for it at the most prominent level. But the letter shows that he was uncompromising in response to the demands of religious conservatives.22

What narrative conventions are at play in the text? By what process and to what effect? The density and economy of the text require a reading which pays close attention to the workings of the narrative. For this reason, the work of Roland Barthes offers useful entry into |addatha.23

“|ad\th al-\n” (The Clay)

A concrete instance of what conventions of narration al-Mas<ad\ uses and how he actually uses them can be observed in an intensive reading of a particularly significant chapter or +ad\th, namely, “Hadith al-Tin” (The Clay). The significance of the text will become apparent in the course of the paper. To situate the current chapter, I need only to mention that it is preceded by “|ad\th al-+[ja (Necessity) and followed by “|ad\th al-Kalb” (The Dog) because the chapters in the book do not follow a chronological or even narrative sequence. In the first, narrated by Ab] al-Mad[>in, Ab] Hurayra is reported to complain of his inability to know what is inside peoples’ minds and hearts. When asked for the reason, he said: “I am not sure. It could be due to the confinement of the individual self (#\qu ma+basi al-nafsi al-fardi)” (126).

In my analysis of “The Clay”, I isolate blocks of text, following the idea of contiguity as stated in Barthes but I do not adhere to his idea of lexias (“brief, contiguous fragments”). Likewise, I do not make any attempt at drawing up an exhaustive index of cultural or other codes. In fact, of all the other codes, I keep only two, which are of specific relevance to my argument. For narrative analysis, I use the Hermeneutic Code as a key to narrative construction. The Hermeneutic Code operates through various ways of delaying the resolution. These are “the snare (a kind of deliberate evasion of the truth), the equivocation (a mixture of truth and snare which frequently, while focusing on the enigma, thickens it), the partial answer (which only exacerbates the expectation of truth), the suspended answer

22 In this and other letters, he seeks |usayn’s opinion of the manuscript. Unfortunately, have no evidence of |usayn’s assessment of |addatha but his response to al-Mas<ad\’s writings, as demonstrated in his reading of al-Sudd a few years later, falls short of what the young Tunisian expected from his enlightened Egyptian senior.

23 In S|Z by Barthes, codes are applied to small segments of the text, called, ‘lexies’. The codes are (proairetic or narrative code; hermeneutic code (enigmas); cultural code (social knowledge as source); semitic code (connotations of persons, places, objects); symbolic code (sexual and psychoanalytical). (S|Z , 18-20). “If we want to remain attentive to the plural of a text (however limited it may be), we must renounce structuring this text in large masses, as was done by classical rhetoric and secondary-school explications”. We need the “step-by-step method” (S|Z , 12).
(an aphasic stoppage of the disclosure), and jamming (acknowledgment of insolubility)" (SZ, 75-76). Codes are applied to small segments of the text, called, ‘lexies’. The codes are (proiaretic or narrative code; hermeneutic code (enigmas); cultural code (social knowledge as source); semitic code (connotations of persons, places, objects); symbolic code (sexual and psychoanalytical) (SZ, 18-20). “If we want to remain attentive to the plural of a text (however limited it may be), we must renounce structuring this text in large masses, as was done by classical rhetoric and secondary-school explications”. We need the “step-by-step method” (SZ, 12). Of the numerous cultural codes which permeate the Masadean text, I focus on narrative tradition (literary and cultural). The other cultural code is the Qur’an as a citation and as object of parody.

The layout of the text below shows my analysis and signposts subsequent reading. B designates narrative blocks; L refers to links between two narrative blocks or sections within the same block. Narrators, stories and codes are inserted in the text between parentheses and in small capitals. REF indicates Cultural Codes whereas ENIGMA refers to the Hermeneutic codes.

B1

“Ab] Hurayra is reported to have said (NARRATOR 4: AB] HURAYRA): ‘I left Medina taking along nothing but my staff (cane), to lean on it and to lend it my weight. (ENIGMA 1: THE JOURNEY, WHERE AND WHY?) A virgin land appeared to me and called me forth, which made me give up what I was carrying and lose interest (in my pursuit). (ENIGMA 2: REALITY OR VISION? ENIGMA 3: LOAD?) I set out freely to discover the land. It was like creation or time. (REF: CONCEPTION OF TIME) I spent few days there, like a groom on his wedding night, seeking unknown fruit, wishing the world were created anew and envying Adam and Eve (REF: CREATION). Until my solitude became complete, and night and day lost their meaning. Time has become homogeneous, like an ocean or like eternity.” (REF: CONCEPTION OF TIME)

L

Narrated by Ab] <Ubayda (NARRATOR 1). Th[bit al-Qays\ (NARRATOR 2) reported the same and added to it the following: (STORY 2 INTERRUPTED)

B2

“At that time, Ab] Hurayra was in Kur[< al-Gham\m (REF: PLACE NAME), a sandy river (w[dl]) located between the two Holy cities (REF: MECCA AND MEDINA. REALITY EFFECT). The w[dl] is reported to be a haunted land, rarely free of bedeviling demons and blinding spirits (al-mu<~ir\<t al-mu<miyy[t]. It was a hard place to be; and no one dared to enter it alone (ENIGMA 4: THE NATURE OF THE PLACE). Someone (ENIGMA 5: PERSON NOT NAMED) saw Ab] Hurayra, whom he believed to be a spirit (jinnl) (ENIGMA 6: IS THE PERSON SEEN IN FACT AB] HURAYRA?), and told me the story (NARRATOR 3: UNNAMED MAN). He said, ‘I saw him cursing ruins (rasm) and past times, and spitting (yatfal) like a devil (REF: CONCEPTION OF THE DEVIL). He then looked around in the manner of someone who lost a friend, then went to a place nearby and lied down.’ (VERSION 1 OF EVENTS. ENIGMA 7: IS THE MAN’S BEHAVIOR RATIONAL? )
Th[bit said, “When I asked Ab] Hurayra about the matter, he said, ‘Yes. That day I felt restless and needed relief. So I composed an elegy for Adam and Eve and took it to women from a clan in the valley (ENIGMA 7 CONTINUES: Ab] Hurayra’S UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR). But they refused to use it as a mourning and said, ‘This is the dullest elegy we have ever heard. You are an idiot (a+maq)!’ I said yes, and I used it in my own mourning. It was indeed the dullest poetry I have ever heard.’ Then, he laughed.” (ENIGMA 7: LAUGHTER. SNARE BY AB] HURAYRA: DOES HE CONFIRM OR DENY THE EVENT?) Th[bit added, “maybe he meant women and men from the world of spirits (PARTIAL ANSWER 1 TO ENIGMA 7). Perhaps he even made up the whole story without any parallel in reality (ansha>a al-khabara insh>[an d]na mu%[baqa). (PARTIAL ANSWER 2 TO ENIGMA 7). For Ab] Hurayra was a master of jest, misleading and deceit. He always acted as if he hated to divulge a deep secret or to let others know it, to the point that people have become uncertain about him (ishtabaha amruhu.” (PARTIAL ANSWER 3 TO ENIGMA 7).

Th[bit added, “We asked him why did you want to mourn the elderly man and woman? He replied, ‘Because they almost succeeded in teaching me how to unlearn life and in guiding me to the virgin path. So when I missed them, I found myself again on beaten paths and I returned to my old story and to my old self. I wanted my path to be virgin (<adhr[>), untouched by men, but it turned out to be an old wretch (<ajz f[jira’).’” (RESPONSE TO ENIGMA 1: THE JOURNEY WHERE AND WHY? FORMULATION OF NEW ENIGMA: IS THIS THE END OF THE NARRATIVE? END OF STORY 3)

Ab] <Ubayda said – but this was not reported by Th[bit, (NARRATIVES DIVERGE. TH[BIT’S NARRATIVE ENDS HERE. STORY 2 RESUMES)

B3

‘Ab] Hurayra said, ‘One day, after my provisions had run out, I sat down as heat spread across the land. I felt as if I was in the clarity of a cloudless noon or in the light of a fire. At the time, I was in a valley whose sand was like a mirage on which sight rides and spreads until the valley appears like thin air. I was not long in my quietude when a wind began to whisper like a human voice. Then it grew in strength and blew on the sand which fluttered like a bead dress. Then the wind blew harder (zafara) ) raising sand up like snake tongues. Wind then roared like a sea storm until it uncovered worn out signs (rusjm) and a decayed skull. (ENIGMA 9: WHAT DO THE SIGNS MEAN?) This did away with my solitude and spoiled my joy. I wondered why is it that whenever someone sought solitude, a sign would appear to him? It was as if the sign was in my heart. I hated that and dedded to leave the place. For I had set out to erase my story, only to realize it was within me, before Adam and Eve, impossible to erase. (PARTIAL ANSWER: THE SIGN IS WITHIN HIM.) But then I got distracted, lay down and soon fell asleep. (PARTIAL RESPONSE: AB] HURAYRA CONFIRMS VERSION OF EVENTS BY NARRATOR 3. ANSWER OF ENIGMA 6: THE MAN SEEN IN THE VALLEY IS INDEED AB] HURAYRA. NARRATOR 4)

In my sleep I had a most stupid and most arrogant dream (SNARE BY AB] HURAYRA. STORY 3 CONTINUES). I saw a strange country, whose people appeared
at times like elephants and at others like ants. They were mixing clay and using it to hold together stones to erect massive walls (~urj+). (Ref: Title of the chapter, internal reference.) Some of them were singing lyrics at the rhythm of stone lifting:

Reason is death. Thought is a disease.
Soul is the echo of nothingness.
Action is abiding. Effort is salvation.
Let us erect a building which (negates) defies nothingness

There was a reciter, reading in “|amza’s version”: “Nobles, you have no other god that I know of except myself. Make me, H[m[n, bricks of clay, and build for me a tower that I may climb up to the god of Moses. I am convinced that he is lying!” 24 (Ref: direct citation from Qur’an; Ref: Qur’an, sciences: readings of the Qur’an). They respond to the reciter inserting their own speech, which sounds like thunder shaking the sky: “He denied it (the sign) and rebelled – (ban#aldallam)- He quickly went away – (banhar talgham)- and, summoning all his men – (bar [inhandam]- Made to them the proclamation. ‘I am your supreme Lord,’ he said”.25 (Ref: citation from Qur’an; Ref: dream. Enigma 10: the dream and the phrases inserted in the Qur’an).

When I woke up, I went to Bedouin clans and stayed among them for two years.” (End of Ab] Hurayra’s narrative. 1. Enigma 11: Why was the decision made? Is there a relationship between the dream and the decision? Answer denied or withheld.)

Ab] <Ubayda said,
B4

“Ab] Hurayra did not explain the meaning of the corruption (gibberish) inserted in the verse. (Partial response to Enigma 10: phrases are gibberish) God’s word is indeed beyond barbarism (ra%[nat al-<ajam)! (Ref: integrity and sanctity of Qur’an). It was the devil taking hold (of him) during sleep! (wa innam[ huwa al-Sha%[nu f al-nawmi alamma” (answer to Enigma 10: the gibberish is Satan’s speech. End of Ab] <Ubayda’s narrative. End of Story 1. End of narrative, end of Story 1. Unresolved Enigmas: Is Ab] Hurayra reliable? Why did he go to the Bedouin tribes? How is this related to the dream? On a more basic level, did Ab] Hurayra go to the valley? Does the valley exist? In the presence of competing narratives, which one to believe? Is the presence of gibberish in the Qur’an citation explained satisfactorily or simply explained away? If so, Why?)

The narrative ends here but a narrative which does not provide answers is incomplete. Closure is missing. The end is not logical as it does not follow from the rest of the narrative.) From various |adjliths in the book, we know something of Ab] Hurayra’s stay among Bedouins.26 We also know

26 In “The Dog”, Kahl[n, a notorious rogue and highway robber, tries to rescue a man from death in the desert but the man jumps to his feet and says: “Go on your way! My journey has ended here”(139). Kahl[n leaves him there but soon runs into six men and a dog looking for him. They recognize Ab] Hurayra. Kahl[n says that he had heard of a man of the same name who had been preaching a strange doctrine in the area for a year or two. “Patience and death are not human pursuits,” he used to say (139-40). He addressed
that the dream refers very obliquely to al-Mas'ad’s play, *al-Sudd* (The Dam). But no answers are given to the other questions. Before seeking clues, let us look at the architecture of the text.

**Building Blocks**

There are two narrators designated as such in the text, Ab] <Ubayda and Th[bit al-Qays. But the first narrator to appear in the text is Ab] Hurayra. He is telling an audience his story, information about his audience is absent or delayed. It turns out, however, that it is Ab] <Ubayda who is reporting Ab] Hurayra’s discourse. The story is then confirmed and expanded by Th[bit. The text gives no indication that the narrators knew each other or were present among the audience at the same time. But both appear to have easy access to Ab] Hurayra. We have, then, two narrators whose narratives overlap at the beginning but diverge afterwards. There are also two other narrators or informants of the main narrators.

First narrator (N1) (Abu <Ubayda) begins and closes the story (frames the story). He does not take part in the story but comments on it.

Second narrator (N2) (Th[bit al-Qays) reports a story and takes part in it.

Third narrator (N3) (Unnamed Man) reports Ab] Hurayra’s behavior in the valley to N2.

Fourth narrator (N4) (Ab] Hurayra). He reports to N1 directly and converses with N 2.

All these stories are reported by a narrator who is clearly aware of all the versions of the event and has collected them. But he is never named. He is implied in the phrases which report speech, “Ab] Hurayra is reported to have said,” “Ab] <Ubayda told us,” “Th[bit added,” and “Ab] <Ubayda said, but Th[bit did not report this.” I designate these statements as L, or links. This narrator appears to be an omnipresent but also an omniscient narrator, who speaks through syntax and controls the stories. He is authoritative and absolutely necessary to our knowledge. In fact he is the only source of knowledge. Who is speaking? Is this the implied author, the author, al-Mas'ad? And who is speaking through him? Is it the voice of religious orthodoxy, standing against corruption of the holy text? Or the voice of transgression, eager to challenge the word of God? The interplay of the stories and narrators may give clue to this.

A graphic representation may elucidate the architecture of the text. Ab] Hurayra’s dream, in which he sees builders mixing clay to hold together stones in order to erect a wall, which also refers to the title of the chapter,
“The Clay”, offers a guide. Indeed, the chapter is made up of four main narrative blocks (B1, B2, B3, and B4). A narrative block is understood to mean a continuous narrative told by the same narrator. These blocks are held together by what I call here an anonymous narrator (AN), whose narrative introduces the other narrators and their stories. From the point of view of the story as a whole, the blocks augment and expand the story by introducing new information or new versions. The table below gives a clearer picture of how the text is built. In the chart the Narrators are N1: Ab] <Ubayda; N2: Th[bit al-Qays; AN: Anonymous narrator; N3: the Unnamed man and N4: Ab] Hurayra. S designates Story; B, narrative block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story</th>
<th>Narrator</th>
<th>Narrative block</th>
<th>Other narrators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 Ab] Hurayra’s journey, his visions, the reports and comments</td>
<td>Anonymous Narrator</td>
<td>B1, B2, B3, B4</td>
<td>N1, N2, N3, N4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 Ab] Hurayra’s journey, his own description of the dream, narrator’s comment</td>
<td>N1 (Ab]&lt;Ubayda)</td>
<td>B1, B3, B4</td>
<td>N4, N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 Ab] Hurayra’s journey, report by unnamed man, Ab] Hurayra’s version, Narrator’s comment</td>
<td>N2 (Th[bit al-Qays)</td>
<td>B1, B2</td>
<td>N3, N1, N4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S1 is made up of contiguous narrative blocks held together by AN. S2 is interrupted by S1 in B2 and resumed in B3. There is an obvious arranging of the stories and narrative blocks. The term “blocks” is appropriate here. These can be manipulated, and moved around, with immediate effect on the whole. The phrase “X said” does not change the content of narrative block. It merely indicates moving to a different one. Yet such phrase can have a strong effect. B1 is not introduced by the phrase, which gives the impression, at the linear level, on a first reading, that Ab] Hurayra, the protagonist, is telling his own story, i.e., that we have a first-person narrative. Such effect is completely demolished by the phrase which follows
the story, “Narrated by Ab] <Ubayda.” We are now dealing with a third-person narrative. As transition to B2, the AN says, “Th[bit al-Qays] reported the same and added to it the following.” N1’s story is completed or at least put on hold. He is no longer an authority. The story S3 continues but S2 is interrupted. This gives a semblance of an ending but also of a change in angle. AN returns to close B2 and introduce B3, “Abu Ubayda said but this was not reported by Th[bit.” This time, S2 is interrupted but S3 resumes. This gives S2 an intermediate position in the narrative. Since N1 opens and closes the narrative, S2 is framed within the larger narrative.

One key observation emerges: this framing is unusual. Hence the question: What is the genealogy of the narrative? In the best known example of frame tale, The 1001 Nights, the narrative chain is not interrupted: a narrator tells a story within which another narrator tells a story and so on. Here AN, who could be the equivalent of Shaherazad for our purposes, tells a story whose first part (B1) is told by two narrators. Their narratives then diverge. N1 closes the story but he is absent from part of it, namely, B2. B2, however, is crucial to the formulation and partial answers of key enigmas. Some of these cast doubt on Ab] Hurayra’s credibility and throw into doubt the key events of the story. While B1 is corroborated by N1 and N2, B2 and B3 rely on the authority of one narrator each.

Now that the frame tale model is excluded, the sequencing raises the question: What narrative convention is at play here?

If we take the key event “being in the valley” as an example, we notice that all narrators agree to its veracity. The dream, however, is confirmed only by Narrator 1 (Abu <Ubayda). Narrator 2 (Th[bit) is explicitly excluded (“Ab] <Ubayda said, but this was not reported by Th[bit”). Given the importance of the event, one witness may not be sufficient.27 The source is Ab] Hurayra, whose credibility is thrown in doubt by Th[bit but who is trusted by Ab] <Ubayda. The latter appears to be on a more solid ground since he reports directly from Ab] Hurayra. Th[bit, on the contrary, resorts to a secondary source, an unnamed man. Yet, judging by his name, Ab] <Ubayda, he himself can be seriously challenged. This is a mere nickname shared by many people (Father of <Ubayda), unlike the fully named, Th[bit al-Qays]. However, despite the full name, Th[bit al-Qays] appears only in this instance of the book. Ab] <Ubayda, if we can assume he is the same person, appears elsewhere in the book. He is named as the source of the very short “|adith of Company and Solitude,” narrated by Hish[m Ibn al-|rith (|addatha,162-3). This gives him a textual credibility, which Th[bit is lacking.

Uncertainty does not stop here. The whole event is doubtful. Let us begin with the place. Kur[< al-Gham\m may be a real place but it is a space shrouded in myth and legend.28 It is a haunted valley, “no one dared to enter it”; and even when an event occurs there, it is often doubtful: Th[bit’s informant thought Ab] Hurayra was a demon. Moreover, the events of the story themselves are uncertain. Ab] Hurayra casts doubt on his own story

---

27 One witness has no credibility, as a minimum of two witnesses is required in Islamic law.
28 A place near Mecca made famous in accounts of the Prophet’s battles and al-judaybiyya Treaty, which the subject of the cpahter al-Fat+ (The Vicity) in the Qur>an.
(He “laughed”). The visions he experiences are fantastic (description of the storm and of the signs and skull which appear to him). His vision could have been impaired by the heat or by supernatural beings (everything appears as a mirage in the valley).

Further, some of the narrators are not easily trusted. Ab] Hurayra himself is not a trustworthy reporter. He is known to deceive his audience and hide behind his jokes. Th[bit casts doubt on him and does not apologize for his behavior in the valley while A] <Ubayda lets him speak directly. And even when Ab] Hurayra appears in danger, the faithful Abu ‘Ubayda comes to his rescue with an apology, to which I will return.

Did events actually take place? Was Ab] Hurayra even present in the valley? We do not know for certain. There is an ambiguity which is at the heart of the composition.

Perilous Intertextuality

Barthes defines Cultural Codes as references to social knowledge or social knowledge as source in the text. They are “Resumés of common knowledge” (S/Z, 184). Such knowledge is indexed in the text. It does not enter the making of the fabric itself. I depart from Barthes by extending his definition of cultural codes to include narrative conventions. In other words, the cultural codes I detect do enter the fabric of the text. In fact they are key to the very functioning of this particular narrative. In addition, these same conventions affect (determine, I think) the social significance and political legitimacy of the narrative. On them depend the very circulation of the text, even the life of the text, if not that of its author, as I show below.

There is an intricacy of narrative voices and narratives within “The Clay”. Narrators confirm, deny, modify, complete or cast doubt on events and discourse. They themselves see their reliability questioned and put to the test. Th[bit attempts to verify the veracity of an account he could not trust because of the circumstances surrounding the occurrence. In fact, the haunted valley and the doubtful narrator whose judgment may have been impaired by the popular perception of the valley as a debilitating place both cast doubt on Ab] Hurayra’s experience. Th[bit goes to the source and asks the “protagonist” of the story to confirm or deny it. But he receives only a troubling response: Ab] Hurayra confirms (he says, “yes!”), but he also laughs. Th[bit interjects his own judgment about Ab] Hurayra’s reliability and expresses his doubt that the story ever taken place. He says, “Perhaps he (Ab] Hurayra) invented the story without any basis in reality.” In addition, we are told, this is not unexpected since Ab] Hurayra is not a reliable reporter of stories in general. His irony and inclination to jest preclude him from telling a believable story.

The phrase, “He invented a story without parallel in reality” (ansha>a al-khabara insh>an d]na mu%[baqah) strikes the informed reader with its formulaic nature. It is a traceable formula, just like the title itself, “+addatha Ab] Hurayra q[l” and the name Abu Hurayra. Neither may not have a referent or a basis in reality; but they clearly allude to a reference. Al-Mas<ad’s story may not have an equivalent in reality while his Ab] Hurayra is clearly not the most celebrated and most trustworthy narrator of prophetic tradition (+ad\th) in Islamic history. However, both operate
through and draw their evocative power from a particular but pervasive founding reference. A full understanding of how al-Mas'ad’s text works and why it is structured in this way cannot be fully appreciated without reference to narrative conventions in Arabic culture. More specifically, I suggest that +ad\th literature, the narratives of the sayings and deeds of Prophet Muammad, underlie al-Mas’ad’s narrative. This convention is central to Islamic culture as a whole, and hence to Arabic literature. Using it as a blueprint in a work of fiction in the 20th century is an act of significant proportions.

+ad\th is the second most important source of Islam as discourse and as practice, at least for Sunni Islam. It is both the first exegesis of Qur’an and the first application of it in Islamic history. Together with the Qur’an, they make up the fundamental sources (u~\]) of the religion from which all else derives. Since the prophet’s word (+ad\th) is to guide the Moslem community, its veracity had to be beyond doubt. For this reason, establishing +ad\th has been scrupulous and rigorous. As a result, a well-regulated discipline has taken shape to sift through and verify the countless +ad\ths attributed to the prophet and which cover all aspects of life, from clarification of Islamic rituals to medicine. “Scientific” methods were applied. This branch of Islamic sciences is called, <ulm al-+ad\th,“ the +ad\th sciences.

The prophet’s word wielded tremendous power. It was, understandably, susceptible to manipulation, alteration or even fabrication and forgery in order to serve sectarian, political or personal motivations. The compilation of +ad\th, both authentic and apocryphal was taken very seriously. But in a largely oral culture, it was inevitable that the first source was the memory of those who had direct contact with the prophet, most notably his companions and wives. It was essential, therefore to trace every +ad\th back to a direct link with the prophet. Transmitters were subjected to intense scrutiny which often exceeded the examination of the +ad\th itself. They had to satisfy a variety of tests. In addition to being an adult Moslem, they had to meet stringent criteria, both moral, such as decency and honesty, and intellectual, such as good memory. A chain (silsila) of transmitters where every link had to be reliable had to be proven uninterrupted. For on this chain depends the classification of +ad\th. +ad\ths can be classified as sound (~a+a), fair (+asan), or weak (#a<\f). Within the latter categories +ad\th scholars distinguished between suspended (mu<allaq), interrupted (maq%)<), broken (munqa%i<), incomplete (mursal), defective in content or in the chain (mu~a++af ), rare (sh[hdh) or simply forged (maw#)<) (+ad\th Literature, 109).

These were minimum conditions to guarantee the veracity of the transmission. Each narrator or transmitter had to have heard the account personally from his or her predecessor, all the way back to the primary link and on to the prophet. In this chain, the primary link becomes of essential importance to the tradition. In addition to being an original source, he or she also would become a venerated figure. In this system of narrative transmission, Abd al-Ra+m[m Ab] Hurayra holds an unparalleled place of pride. His name has become a guarantor of veracity. His own life was therefore of essential importance to the tradition and it had to be
scrutinized in its minutest detail. He was the transmitter of no less than 5374 hadiths, the largest number by a single narrator by far (Abd Allah Ibn Umar comes a distant second with only 2630) (hadith Literature, 118). Sources tell us that Ab] Hurayra (d. 59AH or 678 AD) kept close company of the prophet for many years and devoted himself to listening and memorizing what Muammad said. He then propagated his knowledge through the teaching of hundreds of students. His reliability and piety had to be beyond doubt. His position in the tradition can hardly be exaggerated. In fact, it is likely, that doubts about him were a result of this very reputation, which encouraged others to attribute apocryphal or weak hadiths to him.29

 hadith investigators, for we are dealing with a veritable detective work, have not limited their examination to the personality and motivations of one or more of the transmitters. They also looked at the reported hadith using internal evidence to corroborate or contradict the transmission. They checked for signs of deficiency related to reason or faith. If a hadith contradicted reason, went against the fundamentals of Islam or was found anachronistic, it was immediately dismissed as apocryphal. There was no shortage of inventors of hadith. In addition to the heretics and well-intentioned Moslems, storytellers (Qu~~[~] were perhaps the most prolific culprits. These appointed officials whose role was to edify the community through pious stories, quickly gave in to the demand for entertaining narratives and began to invent scores of hadiths. Their effect was judged so damaging that they were banned in Baghdad in 272 or 892 AD (hadith Literature, 34).30 From the perspective of cultural dissemination (writing and fiction) playing with hadith has become a tool for the trade. The interface between the two domains, entertainment and edification, is clearly quite significant. Therefore, the fact that al-Mas<ad’s narrative is made up or fabricated hadith (“ansha>a al-khabar insh[>an”) should not surprise. It is not without precedents.31

The cultural space within which al-Mas<ad operates and the imaginary to which he refers are indeed very complex. Knowing this, one begins to appreciate how the mere use of Ab] Hurayra’s name in a context which inspires doubt and impiety would be a significant challenge to Islamic culture, even a punishable offense.32 The formula “+addatha Ab] Hurayra q[“] has become, by virtue of its frequency and potency, emblematic of piety and knowledge of Islam. To use it in a fictional account involves playfulness with the reader’s expectations as well as “playing with fire”. The author himself admits that in an book fair in an Arab country people

29 He was also known as someone who combined piety with a good sense of humor. (EI2).
30 False hadiths, Kilito points out, did not disappear from the culture. In fact, they were gathered and disseminated widely. The best way to minimize their effect was to make them known. Yet, for this reason, an unintended result, such hadiths had become widely available, not as guidelines or norms but for public and private amusement. Ibn al-Jawz\ notes that storytellers in particular have a propensity to spread apocryphal hadiths to please their audiences (Kilito, Auteur, 48-49).
31 The link between qu~~[~ and the consolidation of narrative fiction in Arabic literature, long neglected by historians of literature, can hardly be overemphasized. See Kilito’s work on maq\ma and the storytelling milieu in Les Séances.
32 We recall that al-Mas<ad’s book was rejected for using the name of this revered figure in fiction.
flocked to buy the book, mistaking it for a collection of the Prophet’s +ad\(th\). Yet without this reference, al-Mas\(\text{a}d\)’s poetics cannot be established. And it is because of this reference, and others like it, that al-Mas\(\text{a}d\)’s pathway to tur\[th needs to be explored.33

Ab\] Hurayra is clearly telling a story which does not make good sense. His journey, the dream, and the apparitions require a great deal of suspension of disbelief and hence cast doubt on his version of the story. There may be even signs of corruption of faith in the clearly careless citation of Qur\(\text{a}n\).

An examination of the various versions of the story shows a clear overlap. But two key factors are missing. According to |ad\(th\) sciences, there are two sure ways of verification. The first is that the chain must be uninterrupted. The second is that a version is more sure if its is corroborated. Indeed, a +ad\(th\) which appears the same but is transmitted by more than one reliable chain, i.e., ultimately traced to two or more different original sources, is clearly strong and reliable. In fact, the strength of a +ad\(th\) is a function of parallel authentication during the first three generations of Islam (|ad\(th\) Literature, 110). Hence, the strongest +ad\(th\) is the one subject to the consensus or at least a majority of narrators during the same period. Such +ad\(th\) is called mutaw\[tir.

Neither of these two elements is satisfied in “The Clay”. Yet both are implied or assumed as reference. Authentication through multiplicity of sources is guaranteed because the story is told by two separate chains of reporters. But the stories corroborate each other only partially. One can therefore say that only the first part of the story is authenticated. The reporters, however, are enigmatic. They are never described or even related to Ab\] Hurayra in a significant way.34 Yet, while al-Mas\(\text{a}d\)’s text operates within this narrative convention and tradition, it also uses its tools (critical and analytical study of |ad\(th\)) to represent the transgression. In the text the original narrator is proven tainted with doubt and uncertainty by a later narrator (Th\[bit al-Qays\]). External evidence is found wanting.

Veiling the Reference:

We recall that at some point, the audience responds to the reciter of a Qur\(\text{a}n\)ic verse by inserting their own speech, ban\#aldallam, banhar talgham, barr\[nhandam (|addatha, 134).35 As I mention above, we never really know if the whole story, including the utterances, actually took place. This leads me to suggest that the parodic play on the Qur\(\text{a}n\) takes place within a space where rules of discourse, as a socially determined activity,

---

33 On the other hand, the interplay between the pious and the transgressive has been part of adab. For an example of how the language of mysticism was used by among licentious writers in a sexual context, see “Adab in the Seventeenth Century: Narrative and Parody in al-Shrib\(\text{a}n’s Hazz al-Qu+\)” Edebiyat 11 (2) 2000: 169-96.

34 Al-Mas\(\text{a}d\) here as well, works within a tradition. Isn\[d\] seems to be unique to Islamic culture. It informs about the milieu in which knowledge was transmitted and circulated. “The isn\[d\] system, while originating in connection with the +ad\(th\) literature, was in due course extended by the Arab authors to many other genres, including geography, history, and prose fiction” (|ad\(th\) Literature, 83).

35 Much effort has gone into explaining these expressions. The likley explanation is that they are play on words and syllable in the manner of Pig Latin in English. The effect here is on rhythm rather than any mysterious meaning.
become irrelevant or at least inadequate. Transgression, is, understandably, permitted.

Nevertheless, the text as an Arabic text within an Islamic context, is itself bound by specific codes and rules. In order for it to circulate unimpeded, it must either conform to these restrictions and codes or find alternative access around them. An Islamic convention, whose specific role is to “protect” the discourse of the text, is activated in order to guarantee the text’s circulation. Taqiyya, meaning to show the opposite of what one hides, serves as a safeguard against charges of blasphemy and transgression. The history of taqiyya as a practice is inseparable from the repression of religious dissent in Islamic history. At its basic level, taqiyya involves a duplicity between a belief to be kept secret or private and public confession of the opposite. An early example is the practice among some of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad to conceal their conversion to Islam while adhering to the religious practices of their tribes. Kharijites, invented the idea of Dir al-taqiya (the dominion of taqiyya) to refer to an area where they had to keep their beliefs secret because their enemies were the majority. But taqiyya is most closely associated with Shi’ Islam. The Imam al-Baqir, Ja’far Ibn Muhammad (148 AH, 765 AD), is quoted as saying, “Taqiyya is my religion and the religion of my ancestors” (Encyclopaedia of Shi’ Islam, vol. 11. 73). But other sects and individuals such as al-Mutazila and a number of Sufis have resorted to it or advocated it to protect themselves or their followers from persecution.

Taqiyya is by its very nature intensely creative. It functions through indirect and covert language. It uses ramz (symbolism), tawriya (double entendre or mispointing information for secrecy), ta<miya (mystification), talghriz (riddling), and a host of other figures of speech which may be considered forms of ishra (allusion), according to the critic Ibn Rashid al-Qayrawani. In short, taqiyya is a weapon with which persecuted Moslems ward off repression, skeptics protect their ideas and critics express themselves in a climate of intolerance and lack of freedom. This was true of pre-modern Islamic societies and has become more so in contemporary times. How does taqiyya operate in al-Mas’ud?

The central enigma in “The Clay” can be encapsulated in the following question: has Ab’ Hurayra actually been in the haunted valley? This generates a number of other enigmas or uncertainties. At the cultural or social level, this is a key factor. Without this ambiguity (doubt, uncertainty), the parody of Qur’an would not have been possible, at least not without major risk which goes beyond the life of the text – will it be published at all? -- to that of the writer – would he be safe from accusations of blasphemy, which are punishable by death? The ambiguity sanctions parody and licenses transgression. The cultural norm, which would otherwise castigate and ban the transgression, now justifies it. How so? Ab’ Ubayda apologizes for Ab’ Hurayra’s insertion of gibberish in a Qur’anic text by saying, “God’s word is indeed beyond barbarism (ra%[nat al-<ajam)! It was the devil taking hold (of Ab’ Hurayra) during sleep! (wa innam[ huwa al-Shay%[nu  at al-nawmi alam).” By attributing the transgression to an outsider, an excluded entity, namely Satan, Ab’ Hurayra is freed from a

---

36 Al<-Umda . Chapter on Allusion, Vol. 1 pp. 302- 313. See also Tawriya, EI2.
potentially deadly charge. The devil itself, is, we know, based in ambiguity. It is defined, not by what it is, but what it does. “It took hold of him during his sleep”.

From a psychoanalytical point of view, this is quite telling; but I will not pursue this line of inquiry here. Suffice it to say that the irreverent transgression is shrouded in doubt, ambiguity and improbability. Ab] <Ubayda is stating something he cannot possibly verify and which is not confirmed within the narrative. Ab] Hurayra, the only “credible” source about his own speech explicitly describes his vision as a dream, not as a demonic inspiration. We are told that he did not explain the gibberish inserted in the verse. The only guarantor of validity of the narrator’s statement resides in the socio-cultural context of the text: the belief that the devil sneaks upon unwitting souls is shared by the community of readers. Satan tempts the most pious of people.  

It is necessary for al-Mas’adi to couch the utterance and “corruption” of the Qur’an in such a narrative context. Taqiyya covers the transgression and reveals it at the same time. The transgression is banished to a realm of dreams and the belief in the devil. As a result, moral outrage and punishment have been preempted. 

Al-Mas’adi’s narrative conventions are drawn from the Arab-Islamic repertoire. And even when the narrative touches upon, plays with or steps outside the limits set by religious dogma or social code, a traditional (narrative) convention is called upon to sanction that very transgression. “The Clay” finds its narrative model as well as its legitimacy in the narrative conventions of pre-modern Arabic culture. In “The Clay”, the hunt for the story in its versions walks a fine line between the sacred and sacrilege. The narrative incriminates Ab] Hurayra and seeks his salvation at the same time. The text inscribes his doubt and protects his “life” at the same time. It does so without ever answering the question, “Who is Speaking?” This question is fundamental because upon the disclosure depends the life of the narrative and perhaps that of its writer.  

37 But if the referent is absent, what about the reference? There are at least two, which I can pin down here. The first links up with other texts by al-Mas’adi, i.e., a cross-reference. In al-Sudd, an extensive instance of parody of Qur’an takes place in Scene Four. The gospel of the goddess @habb> can be traced to the Qur’an almost in its entirety. But when again, the reference is couched within a narrative context shrouded in doubt and uncertainty. See World Literature and al-Mas’adi, pp. 44 ff. for a discussion of the intertextual relationship between the Qur’an and al-Sudd. The second is actually very common in the lore of Arab-Islamic culture. The Qur’an itself gives ample evidence of demons and spirits. In fact, in Islam, to believe in spirits as God’s creations is a precondition of belief in God. 

38 Taqiyya is necessary but is it sufficient? In the past taqiyya may have lessened persecution, but it did not prevent it altogether. The repression of dissent, whether by Kharijites or individuals such as al-Jallal and others, went on. Today sensorship continues to be applied, either through the state apparatus, religious bodies or the public. Naguib Mahfuz used a form of taqiyya, namely, allegory in his novel Awld [fratin] (Children of Gabalawi), but was unable to avert moral outrage, outright ban, and even violent assault on his person. 

39 “This is the question raised, perhaps, by every narrative. What should the narrative be exchanged for? What is the narrative worth?” (e.g., in 1001 Nights it is worth life itself) (SZ 89).
indeterminacy in the text precludes any answer and thus averts conclusive evidence.

**Writing and history**

Ab] Hurayra’s desire to “erase” his story in “The Clay” has parallels in al-Mas<ad’s work. In fact, the desire to forget and return to an original state of being haunts al-Mas<ad’s characters in other texts as well. Madyan sets out on a quest for forgetting in *Mawlid al-Nisyan*; Ghaylan, in *al-Sudd* (The Dam), seeks to imitate gods in their capacity to create life; Sindaband longs to “return to purity”. Other acts of return to origins in the text include the narrator and the language. Ab] Hurayra was the ultimate narrator of the ultimate narrative, the prophet’s life and statements. He is the original narrator (*riw*) whose words represent the he basic narration and telling (*ad*). As such, he is key to the entire history of Islam and Islamic culture. His authority justifies the very existence of the prophet. Using the original form of narrative, *ad*, emanates from the same desire. At the level of language, words are often used in their root meaning (e.g., *isl* to mean surrender rather than Islam the religion). Engagement with Qur’an rather than later sources also emanate from the same desire.

They are all originators: Qur’an is the originating text; Abu Hurayra the first narrator and source of *ad*; the root is the origin of the word. What does this mean?

There is an engagement with origins of narrative, with an irreducible first text, and the initial state of the language. The text may appear saturated, overloaded with *tur*, hence the prevalent desire among many critics to catalogue its reference. But the text is better understood, I suggest, not by indexing the reference but by uncovering the farthest layer. For rather than accumulating reference, al-Mas<ad> peels off the layers of connotation. He strips the Arabic language down to its roots; his use of rhythm engages an initial quality of the language; his economy of language relies on the evocative rather than the expository nature of Arabic. In this, he undertakes the ultimate challenge of any writer using Arabic, wresting the language out of a sacred history whose weight on the Arab writer is almost too hard to bear.

Like a painter who returns to primary colors, writing becomes a peeling off of cultural habitations in order to uncover an irreducible core, the primary colors of the word, the initial narrative form,

---

40 To take just one example, characters in al-Mas<ad> carry names which have compelled critics to research deep into the archive of the culture. They found equivalents to Ghaylan, Madyan, Rayh[na, Ab] Rugh[I, Maym]na and others in the tradition. These names function at two levels, as codes. For example, Ghaylan and his single mindedness in *al-Sudd* recalls Ghaylan’s belief in human will. They are also instances where the “effect of reality” is affirmed and denied at the same time. They point to real important Islamic figures but do not re-present them.

41 Al-Misaddi suggests that what distinguishes al-Mas<ad’s relationship to Arabic from other writers is his use of rhythm (“Ma+m al-Mas<ad> wa >/q (Ma+m and the Rhythm of the Text”).

42 Francophone writer Abdelwahab Meddeb cites the desire to disassociate Arabness from the Islamic dominant as key feature of the choice of language. He suggests that the Arabic language is tied to Islam and is therefore denied its status as language, carrier of secular culture. The writer’s task is to disentangle the two. He says: “je voudrais désenclaver l’islam et la référence arabe de manière à ramener la lettre arabe dans sa vérité historique, à côté des lettres grecque, latine, hébraïque” (Meddeb, 21).
the original narrator. This, again, is not a romantic glorification of the past. It is rather a preoccupation with the present. The aim is not representation but presence in a world that denies one’s presence. The denial is linked to the colonial condition on the one hand and to the weight of the sacred, on the other. And it is in this respect that al-Mas’ad’s text is profoundly historical: it is an act of being in history.43

Conclusion

|addatha| and al-Muwayli’s book share a number of features. At the formal level, both books rely on the narrative convention and make use of adab. They mix poetry and prose. Al-Muwayli’s makes extensive use of poetry to stress a point, vary styles or entertain the reader. The poetry in al-Mas’ad’s book is part of the character’s speech. In addition, al-Muwayli’s recalls the Qur’anic story of Ahl al-Kahf in the resurrection of a Pasha out of his time while al-Mas’ad’s book portrays a resurrection within the self and uses the Qur’an in very different ways. They both represent a journey. Yet while the first explores the self the second travels into society and history. They both deal with the relationship between East and West. The first represents it as a synthesis and transcends the difference while the second shows the struggle and crisis of Arab culture and society in the face of Western values and material culture.

In |add|th <ls| ibn Hish|m, the resurrection of a figure from the past marks the passing of time and takes stock of the new reality. In |addatha|, the resurrection questions the very passing of time. It takes place during the lifetime of the character, collapses past and present into one time. This recollection works in al-Mas’ad’s narrative through a compression that affects the idiom, the narrative as a whole, the main character as well as the space. It is apparent in his remarkable economy of language, heavily connotative names of characters and places and the obviously bare landscape in which Ab] Hurayra’s rich journey unfolds. All become repositories of collective memories of a textual past, of a past available only through texts.

Two distinct ways in which modern Arabic literature has engaged its own narrative memory emerge from the foregoing comparison. For al-Muwayli’s, the use of maq[ma reflects, as a form, the dilemma so clearly expressed in his book, namely, what to take and what to reject from the invading culture of the West, the dilemma of al-nahda intellectual period in relationship to Western culture. Narrative convention meant a meaningful relationship with the past and a way of keeping it alive. This is the ideology of |add|th <ls| ibn Hish|m as form. The descendents or genealogy of |add|th <ls| ibn Hish|m are to be traced in the development of the Arabic novel away from maq[ma and closer to the European novel since then. The lineage of |addatha| Ab] Hurayrah Q[|. . ., on the other hand, runs parallel to

43 Berque writes: “Even the vital power of describing its inner perturbations was usurped by the French language. Henceforward not only action, but feeling and revolution must speak and think in French. And so any movement aiming at recovery must seek to restore signs to things” (French North Africa, 86).
this history, intertwines with it at moments, and remains largely uncharted. A full understanding of how Arabic culture has responded to modernity will remain incomplete unless the wide range of ways in which it has actively engaged its own past is better charted. Al-Mas\textless ;ad\textgreater ; himself may have given us, inadvertently, the terms to explain two of the pathways. He has suggested that the attitude of the modern writer towards tur\textless ;th and Western culture has been either mimetic or evocative. The late Magda al-Nuwai\textless ;i would have liked the latter, as a framework to think the connections between modern Arabic literature and its past and as a way for her to be remembered.
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